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Abstract
The coupling between the heave movement of the ship deck and the altitude of helicopter was investiga-
ted during ship landing maneuver performed by expert pilots in an immersive simulator. The dynamics
of the coupling was found to evolve during the unfolding of the maneuver : pilots firstly synchronize
the helicopter’s movement with the ship’s one, and secondly adjust the phase between helicopter and
deck movement during the final part of the maneuver. This coupling might help in improving pilots
safety since the more the coupling at the touchdown, the lesser the kinematic energy at impact. Results
are discussed from a Gibsonian perspective and emphasizes on the role of motion in perception for
goal aimed behavior. This preliminary investigation bRough fruitful insights into possible descriptions
of ship landing complexity and related interface design.
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1. Introduction

Landing maneuver in aeronautics have been exten-
sively studied to understand the nature of perceptual-
motor mechanism used by pilots. Studies have focu-
sed on the candidate information usable to visually
control the landing maneuver [GJB98] or on the ef-
fect of expertise in information pickup [JMCM18]. In
overall, these studies report a strong visual-motor cou-
pling between the plane’s pilots and the runway. Whe-
ther such a perceptual-motor coupling also apply when
landing with an helicopter on the deck of a ship re-
mains open. Indeed, helicopter deck landing mainly
differs from traditional landing maneuvers with planes
on ground because the ship sails on the sea and more
importantly because its deck oscillates with the swell.
Therefore, the movement of the deck can substantially
increase the difficulty of the final approach. In addi-
tion, ship landing becomes particularly challenging for
helicopter pilots when pilots fly in an unpredictable
environment (e.g., turbulent airwake due to super-
structure interactions, random ship deck oscillations)
with impoverished visual cues (at night operations,
fog, no landmarks on sea,. . .[Bes06]). As a result, pilots

can be overloaded, which sometimes leads to drama-
tic accidents. Overall, 80% of ship landing accidents
imply human mistakes [Her10].

Task analysis has provided, for two decades, insight
about pilots’ habits in picking up cues and regulating
landing maneuver [BKH91, MF17, MF18]. Such me-
thodologies are relevant to provide insight about avai-
lable, relevant and used perceptual-motor variables
when landing. However, perceptual-motor processes
may not reach the pilots’ awareness and more finely
grained experimental methods should be complemen-
tary used. Virtual reality setups, allowing researchers
to specifically and independently manipulate optical
variables, are more accurate than task analysis in tra-
cking perceptual information picked up when landing
[ML81, LW91, LL91, TLK∗91, JMCM18].

This experiment aims at evidencing the perceptual
nature of helicopter pilots’ behavior. We especially
wonder whether pilots were perceptually coupled with
the heave movement of the ship’s deck. For this sake,
expert helicopter pilots were instructed to land on a
ship deck in virtual reality. The sea state, and resul-
ting deck movements, was manipulated. The purpose
of analyses followed two successive goals. We firstly
wonder whether pilots were perceptually coupled with
the heave movement of the ship’s deck by analyzing
the correlation between helicopter and deck’s altitude
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during the maneuver. Secondly, since the safety of the
landing maneuver relies on the minimization of the
energy at impact, we investigated the relationship bet-
ween the strength of the perceptual coupling at the
touchdown and the energy at impact.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Simulated flight data, previously collected as part
of José Marcio PEREIRA FIGUEIRA’s PhD work
[Fig17] were re-analyzed. Four experienced operatio-
nal pilots from Brazilian Armed Forces participated
to the data collection. They have different background
concerning the type of aircraft and operational mission
already accomplished. Two of them had extensive ex-
perience in real maritime environments, while the two
others had no prior ship landing experience as shown
on table 2. None of them reported previous significant
experience in simulator flight.

2.2. Experimental setup

The experiment was run in the PycsHel fixed-base
rotorcraft simulator of the Department of Information
Processing and Systems installed at ONERA Salon-
de-Provence center (Figure 1).

Participants sat in the right (pilot) seat of the cock-
pit of an helicopter cockpit in front of 3 vertical large
screens (3.16 m wide × 2.37 m height) perpendicularly
arranged and an horizontal large screen, which encom-
passed 265◦ of their horizontal and 135◦ of their verti-
cal field of view. The virtual scene was projected onto
the screens using four identical DLP video-projectors
(W1080ST+, BenQTM, Taipei, Taiwan) each having
a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels, and a frame rate
of 60 Hz. Participants handled usual helicopter com-
mands : the cyclic stick with their right hand and the
collective stick of the aircraft with their left hand whe-
reas the pedals was used for the control of the move-
ment around the yaw (vertical) axis. Physical occlu-
sion (opaque screen) were placed in the lower half of
the setup in order to restrict the field of view of pilots
in a similar way a heavy helicopter cockpit would do.

2.3. Virtual environment

The virtual world comprised a sky dome above an
infinite sea surface animated with realistic and confi-
gurable wave motion. A 3D ship model (frigate) was
animated along the 6 degrees of freedom (3 trans-
lations and 3 rotations) according to the roughness
of the sea. Finally, the helicopter motion reproduces
with great detail the flight dynamics of a 11-ton, cargo
class rotorcraft, including the aerological wake pertur-
bations when flying close to the ship structure.

The helicopter started at a distance of 1000 m be-
hind the ship deck position, at an altitude equal to 55
m and at an horizontal velocity of 40 knots without

Figure 1 : The fixed-base PycsHel helicopter simula-
tor is based on a CAVE configuration. (A) A set of
three LCD monitors in front of the users are reprodu-
cing the occlusion of the pilot’s vertical field of view
like in the cockpit of an actual rotorcraft. User can
still continue picking up information on both sides of
the cockpit. (B) The visual scene is enslaved to the
virtual helicopter displacement and is displayed onto
three vertical screens perpendicularly arranged and on
a horizontal screen on the floor in a CAVE fashion.

vertical speed. The ship translational forward velocity
was maintained constant at 10 knots on Earth refe-
rence. An ideal point of touchdown was located on
the flight deck at (Xs = 12.4 m, Ys = 0.9 m) on ship’s
reference and was represented by white lines drawn on
the deck. This was the point where the center of the
landing target was located and over which the helicop-
ter should maintain a relative hover before landing. A
safe touchdown area was defined on the ship flight deck
as being the area where landing would occur without
the rotor blade collapsing the hangar roof at the front,
nor the helicopter falling of the deck at the right, left
and back edges of the deck. Any landing outside this
safe area was considered to be failed and is excluded
from the analysis.

Flights took place in clear visual conditions in rea-
listic maritime environment. Weather conditions were
heavy wind conditions varying from 0 to 80 knots in
speed and -25◦ to +25◦ in direction relative to ship
longitudinal axis.

2.4. Procedure

Practice trials were firstly given to pilots to allow
them familiarizing themselves with the simulator. The
experiment started when valid flights could be consis-
tently repeated during this phase. Pilots were reques-
ted to approach the deck with about 3◦ angle, hover
near the deck, perform a transition from that first ho-
ver position to a hover position over the deck, hover
over the deck and finally perform the touchdown. It
should be noted that two common approach types,
eastern and fore/aft, were tested in this experiment
but we did not make the distinction between them in
our study.

2.5. Independent variables

The sea state, and resulting deck movements, were
manipulated. Two sea state levels (called Calm sea
and Rough sea) and corresponding to level 3 and 4 on
the Douglas Sea scale were simulated. These sea states
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were featured by wave amplitudes comprised between
0.5 m to 1.25 m and 1.25 m to 2.5 m respectively. This
resulted in different ship deck movements defined as
Calm sea (RMS = 0.83, 0.54 and 0.20◦ ; Peak : ±2.3,
±1.5 and ±0.7◦) and Rough sea (RMS : 1.60, 0.85
and 0.40◦ ; Peak : Roll = ±5.0, ±3.0, ±1.0◦ for the
Roll, Pitch, Yaw axes, respectively).

2.6. Signal processing and Dependent
variables

The raw data recorded by the simulator and used
for analyses are 3D positions, translational and rota-
tional speeds measured at the helicopter’s center of
gravity and at the ideal point of touchdown on the
ship. The time-series were then split into 19 bins, as
a function of the relative horizontal distances between
the helicopter and the deck. Given that the helicop-
ter speed tended to slow down along the flight, bins
were chosen logarithmic with the first one being larger
in terms of horizontal relative distance. This enable
to balance the number of sample points among bins.
To ensure there wouldn’t be any artifact of the num-
ber of observations among bins on our dependent va-
riables, we interpolated 500 observations within each
bin (Shape preserving interpolation with MATLAB
function interp1()).

Time-to-contact (TTC), relative distance to deck
along the X (depth) axis and relative altitude to
deck computed within each bin and averaged over Sea
States environments.

Dependent variables included precision at landing,
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ as a mea-
sure of the helicopter-ship coupling level and energy
at impact. Precision at landing was measured as the
euclidean distance (expressed in meters) between the
actual and ideal point of touchdown. Energy at im-
pact (expressed in J) was computed given the kine-
tic energy equation 1, where m is the helicopter mass
and ~v and ~vs are the respective velocities of the heli-
copter and the ship deck at touchdown. Finally, since
data are not normally distributed, the strength of the
helicopter-ship coupling was given by Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient ρ and computed on each of the
19 bins between the vertical positions of the ship at
ideal point of touchdown and filtered helicopter gra-
vity center. In order to get rid of the "descent" trend
along the approach, helicopter gravity center vertical
positions were filtered with a high-pass filter (cut-off
frequency : 0.02Hz) and a low-pass filter (cut-off fre-
quency : 0.4Hz) to remove the noise. This 1st order
band-pass filter was applied in both the forward and
reverse directions to perform a zero-phase digital fil-
tering on helicopter vertical positions.

Ek =
1

2
m(~v − ~vs)

2 (1)

Only trials with significant correlation coefficients
within the final bin and with a precision at landing

below 25 m are kept for the rest of the analysis. Alto-
gether 26 trials are rejected due to poor precision at
landing (25 trials in Calm sea and 1 trial on Rough
sea) and 14 trials due to non-significant correlation
level (9 trials in Calm sea and 5 trials in Rough sea).

3. Results

3.1. Dynamics of the Helicopter-Deck
coupling

In order to investigate the coupling between the
helicopter and the ship’s deck movements, analyses
firstly focused on the evolution of correlation coeffi-
cient between the helicopter and the deck vertical mo-
vements during the unfolding of the maneuver. Figure
2 shows the pattern of changes in the interindividual
average correlation coefficient during the unfolding of
the maneuver as a function of different metrics (i.e.,
time-to-contact, relative altitude of the helicopter with
regards to the ship’s deck, distance from ship’s deck).
The dynamics of the coupling was found to evolve du-
ring the unfolding of the maneuver into three phases.
Firstly, correlation coefficient evolved around 0, sug-
gesting that helicopter movements were not coupled
with the ship’s deck movements. Secondly, correlation
coefficient narrowed -0.5. This suggest that pilots star-
ted to move the helicopter altitude at a frequency close
to the deck heave frequency but not in phase. Finally,
the correlation coefficient quickly increased to reach
0.75. This suggests that pilots phased the helicopter’s
movement with the ship’s one during this final part
of the maneuver. The occurrence of the phase (i.e.,
first occurrence of positive correlation coefficient) ap-
pears in the final phase of the landing maneuver (see
table 1 for an equivalence of events between variables).
During the final part of the landing maneuver, the
correlation coefficients increases from the first occur-
rence of positive correlation coefficient up to reaching
a maximum within the two final bins (Spearman’s ρ
equal to 0.33± 0.22 and 0.63± 0.12 for the Calm sea
and Rough sea environments, respectively). Hence, the
coupling between the helicopter and deck at the tou-
chdown appears to be stronger in Rough sea than in
Calm sea (0.63± 0.12 vs. 0.33± 0.22).

Coupling events 1st ρ >0 Maximum ρ
Sea states Calm sea Rough sea Calm sea Rough sea

TTC (in sec.) 13.65 13.68 8.64 8.03
Altitude (in m) 21.86 24.33 19.32 19.20m
Distance (in m) 47.30 80.93 17.84 13.07
Bin 17±1 15±2 19 19

Table 1 : Interindividual average of the occurrences
of the coupling events (i.e., coupling without phase and
phased coupling) as a function of representatives va-
riables (TTC, Relative altitude, relative horizontal dis-
tance and bins).

The gradual increase of coefficient correlating from
a hundred meters to ship deck and below 30 meters
altitude until touchdown suggests that pilots phased
the helicopter’s vertical movement to the ship’s deck
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Figure 2 : Changes in interindividual median of
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ between the
helicopter and ship’s deck vertical movement during
the unfolding of the landing maneuver expressed as a
function of time-to-contact, relative altitude and dis-
tance in Calm sea (top) and Rough sea (bottom). Grey
areas represent Median Absolute Deviation).

vertical oscillations during the final phase, hover and
touchdown of the approach. This result is consistent
with previous field studies [BKH91, MF18] who obser-
ved that flight was visually regulated when entering
this final phase. Moreover, the stronger coupling ob-
served in Rough sea than in Calm sea was consistent
with the need of a stronger perceptual-motor coupling
in rough sea so as to compensate for higher heave mo-
vements of the deck in order to minimize the energy at
impact. However, it is worth noting that some partici-
pants of other studies [PWT∗16], confirmed by verbal
reports we gained from expert pilots, claim that deck’s
movements are supposed to be ignored during this fi-
nal phase. In addition, the stronger coupling in Rough
sea than in Calm sea might be an artifact of the cor-
relation methods. Indeed, while the frequency of the
waves were constant across sea state environments, the
larger waves amplitude may have produced additional
data samples which may result in an increase of the
correlation. Thus, one can wonder the functional roots
of the observed visual coupling between the helicopter
and deck heave movements.

3.2. Functional nature of the Helicopter-Deck
coupling

Analyses thus secondly focused on the link between
the helicopter-deck correlation at the touchdown and
performance indicators to investigate the functional
nature of the helicopter-deck coupling. Theoretically,

as the pilots safety mainly rely on the minimization of
energy at impact during the touchdown, being coupled
with the deck’s vertical oscillations may be an efficient
strategy to better control energy at impact. The cou-
pling indeed allows to cancel out the relative velocity
between both vehicle and results in a minimal kinetic
energy at impact. In that sense, the helicopter-deck
coupling could thus be seen as an effective way to put
pilots into good energetic conditions before triggering
the touchdown.
We thus scrutinized the link between the helicopter-
deck coupling at the touchdown (i.e., coefficient cor-
relation gained in the final bin before touchdown) and
the energy at impact. The figure 3 shows that Spear-
man’s rank coefficient ρ at touchdown were distribu-
ted in the lower right part of the graph in most of the
trials, underlining the strong coupling between the he-
licopter and deck heave movement reported in the pre-
vious section. Moreover, a negative, significant correla-
tions between the helicopter-deck coupling at the tou-
chdown and energy at impact was found (ρ = −0.25,
p = 0.02 and ρ = −0.28, p < 0.01, for Calm sea and
Rough sea environments, respectively). In other words,
the better the helicopter-deck coupling, the lower the
energy at impact. Note that we tested expert pilots,
that are more disposed to be coupled with the ship’s
movement than novices, explaining thus the lack of
low Spearman’s rank coefficient ρ at touchdown and
weak resulting correlation with the energy at impact
(i.e., the dataset might lack of "un-coupled" trials to
observe strong correlations). This results however sug-
gest that the observed coupling during the final part
of the landing maneuver may play a functional role,
by helping pilots to minimize the energy at impact,
allowing them to complete a safe landing.
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Figure 3 : Energy at impact expressed as a function of
the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ computed
at the touchdown for all trials in the Calm sea and
Rough sea environments.
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4. Discussion

In this study, the visual coupling between helicopter
and deck ship movements during a landing maneuver
was investigated. Expert pilots were instructed to per-
form landing maneuver in a realistic rotorcraft simu-
lator. The sea environments, inducing ship deck heave
movements was the sole variable manipulated. The as-
sumption that a visual coupling should exist and have
a functional role is consistent with the success and
safety of the landing maneuver.

4.1. Insight about perceptual-motor process

The analyses of changes of the correlation between
helicopter-deck vertical’s movement during the unfol-
ding of the maneuver firstly revealed that deck mo-
vement are taken into account only during the final
part of the maneuver. More precisely, the dynamics of
helicopter-deck coupling shows three phases : lack of
coupling at the beginning of the trial, coupling bet-
ween the helicopter and deck but lack of phase bet-
ween both displacement and finally phased helicopter-
deck coupling. Such a gradual coupling between agent
and their environment is a well know phenomenon in
Human Movement Sciences. For instance, a gradual
decrease of behavioral variability (also called functio-
nal variability or compensatory variability) was pre-
viously reported in various sport tasks (decrease of
body orientation in somersault as approaching the
ground [?], continuous decrease in the temporal varia-
bility of the bat direction during a forehand drive in
tennis table [BHWW91], increases of the directional
variability of the putter head during the swing with
the length of the putt [SK10]. Often, this behavioral
adaptation is a signature of expertise. Functional va-
riability allows for the emergence of a movement which
is tailored towards the end goal (touchdown with a
minimum energy at impact), explaining the numerous
evidence of late information pickup ([VLWSW15] or
even [dOOB06]).
In addition, we evidenced that not only the strength
of the coupling at the touchdown was higher in Rough
sea than in Calm sea but also that the strength
of the coupling is tiny linked to the success of the
maneuver. Indeed, a negative correlation was found
between the strength of the coupling at the touch-
down and the energy at impact. We argue that such
a perceptual-motor coupling between the pilots and
ship’s desk around the touchdown have a functional
nature, aiming at minimizing the kinematic energy
at impact. Additionally, the helicopter vertical mo-
vements may have serve as exploratory movements
designed to enhance the pick up of the deck’s heave
pseudo-frequency, that is, the frequency at which the
deck is most likely to oscillate. This is in line with
Gibsonian’s view considering perception as an active
process of obtaining information about the surroun-
ding environment [Gib66] and that gave rise to the
famous formula that agent have to move in order to
perceive and perceive in order to move [Gib79].

The evidence of a perceptual-motor coupling between
pilots and their environment does not reveal the kind
of mechanism. It remains to investigate whether a law
of control [War88] or affordance-based-model [Faj07]
architectures better account for the pilots perceptual-
motor coupling.

4.2. Implication for the design of visual
assistance

As part of a PhD program funded by DGA (Fran-
ce’s defence procurement agency) and ONERA (the
French Aerospace lab), this preliminary investigation
aims at laying the behavioral foundations for desi-
gning visual augmentation to assist helicopter pilots
to land on ship deck. This long-term objective would
participate to the decrease of pilots’ workload and
risks of accident as well as improving landing per-
formances. Designing interface for crew can be chal-
lenging especially when complex work environments,
such as maritime environments, are considered. Given
the characteristics of both the work environment and
the task, we think an ecological interface, displayed as
a visual augmentation, could be an appropriate solu-
tion. First and foremost, because it has been shown
that visual augmentations (in Head-Up Displays and
Head-mounted Displays) yield to significant improve-
ments in terms of pilots’ workload and performance
for inshore maneuvers, especially in degraded visual
conditions [SRP∗18, Vie17]. Then, an ecological inter-
face seems appropriate because it applies to complex
and unpredictable work environments [VR90]. In ad-
dition, it has been proved that an ecological interface
is an insightful approach in the case of control tasks
such as manual aircraft piloting [Ame]. Finally, from a
pragmatic point of view, an ecological interface would
enable flying in anticipation rather than in reaction,
which is preferred by pilots but not always possible
[Her10, MF18].

The results of this experiment may have implica-
tion in the design of visual assistance dedicated to
the improvement of pilots’ performance and safety.
The implication might firstly concern the informatio-
nal content of the visual assistance. Here, we evidenced
that the better the helicopter-deck coupling, the lesser
the energy at impact. Therefore, a visual assistance ai-
ming at improving pilots’ safety should help pilots to
synchronize the helicopter heave movements to those
of the deck, allowing them to improve their capability
to minimize the energy at impact. Moreover, since the
lower coupling at the touchdown in the Calm sea en-
vironment regarding to the Rough sea one was inter-
preted as a lesser need of a stronger perceptual-motor
coupling to compensate for small heave movements of
the deck, we suggest that the visual assistance should
be available only in difficult conditions, avoiding thus
unnecessary additional information in Calm sea en-
vironment.
The implication might secondly concern the timing at
which the visual assistance is provided. Indeed, the
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gradual coupling between the helicopter and deck du-
ring the final part of the landing maneuver suggests
that a visual assistance is mainly relevant during the
final part of the maneuver. In the case of commer-
cial airplane landing, an adaptive HUD, displaying in-
formation specific to the currently flown phase, had
a positive effect on crew workload and performances
[RL16]. Pilots would have access to the information
they need at the moment they need it which should
decrease workload and time delays related to search
for information. Identifying the timing at which infor-
mation is displayed is relevant in that extend.

5. Conclusion

From a theoretical point of view, our results em-
phasizes on the role of motion in perception for goal
aimed behavior. From an applied point of view, our
approach, consisting in evidencing the perceptual root
of helicopter pilots’ behavior so as to understand their
potential need for a performance improvement aimed
visual assistance echoes to the Vincente claims : "Per-
haps, understanding how perception of the natural en-
vironment takes place can lead to insights into how
to design effective interfaces for complex work do-
mains."[VR90]
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Pilots

Sea Measures A B C D all
State

Calm sea
Median .29 .56 .19 .20 .33
MAD .40 .16 .31 .24 .22
Observations 8 20 27 31 86

Rough sea
Median .55 .67 - .09 .63
MAD .11 .07 - .32 .12
Observations 33 43 None 6 83

Maneuver Type fore/alt Eastern Eastern fore/alt

Experience flight hours 4150 1770 2250 1850 10020
Deck Landings None 180 None 130 310

Table 2 : Helicopter-Deck coupling with respect to the pilots’ experiences. The bottom raw indicates the operational
experience of pilots.
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